
What's Mine and YWhat's Mine and Yoursours
by Naima Coster
Integrated into a predominantly white high school, an anxious young
Black student and a half-Latina whose mother would have her pass as
white join a bridge-building school play that shapes the trajectory of
their adult lives.

In)nite CountryIn)nite Country
by Patricia Engel
Moving their family to what they believe will be a safer but temporary
home in Houston, two young parents are forced to choose between an
undocumented status in America and returning to the violence of war-
torn Bogotá.

Sparks LikSparks Like Starse Stars
by Nadia Hashimi
Adopted from Afghanistan 40 years earlier by an American diplomat in
the aftermath of a coup and assassination, Aryana has a chance
encounter with the soldier who saved her life and killed her family.

The RemoThe Removveded
by Brandon Hobson
A Cherokee family takes in a remarkable foster child on the eve of the
Cherokee National Holiday and anniversary of a loved one’s death.
By the award-winning author of Where the Dead Sit Talking.
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The Kindest LieThe Kindest Lie
by Nancy Johnson
Needing to reconnect with the baby she gave up for adoption years
earlier, an Ivy League-educated Black engineer uncovers devastating
family secrets before her bond with a young white mis?t scandalizes
her racially torn community.

No One is TNo One is Talking About Thisalking About This
by Patricia Lockwood
As this urgent, genre-defying book opens, a woman who has recently
been elevated to prominence for her social media posts travels around
the world to meet her adoring fans. She is overwhelmed by navigating
the new language and etiquette of what she terms 'the portal,' where
she grapples with an unshakable conviction that a vast chorus of voices
is now dictating her thoughts.

How Beautiful WHow Beautiful We We Wereere
by Imbolo Mbue
A young revolutionary risks everything to secure her people’s freedom
when her small African village is decimated by an American oil company
that reneges on promises of reparation. By the award-winning author
of Behold the Dreamers.

DetrDetransition, Babansition, Babyy
by Torrey Peters
A trans woman, her detransitioned ex and his cisgender lover build an
unconventional family together in the wake of heartbreak and an
unplanned pregnancy, in a book by the author of the novella, Infect
Your Friends and Loved Ones.
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